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Summary

TYLER HOLDER
Tyler_cal26@aol.com | 505-225-9225 | Rio Rancho , NM 87144

Hardworking and reliable General Laborer effective at completing projects and tasks on schedule.
Consistently follows through with all orders and instructions. Works well in team setting to complete all
job related duties, maintain safe working conditions and work long hours. Learns fast and has never
failed to learn a new skill or job.

Skills

Staff training and development

Heavy lifting

Safety protocol

First Aid/CPR

Quality control

Communication

Forklift driving

Dependable

Materials handling

Responsible

Boxing and labeling

Strong worth ethic

Merchandise restock

Flexible

Loading and unloading

Experience

General Laborer

07/2020 - 10/2020

Kevothermal | Albuquerque, NM
Operated a saw machine that cut insulation panels into the desired measurement, this included
exposing of the extra insulation pieces back into a vacuum
Operated a shrink wrap machine that wrapped insulation panels in shrink wrap which were then
sent through a heat machine on a conveyor belt
Bagged and transported the panels to a vacuum machine which vacuumed the bags tight
Measured and performed quality control on the panels which included looking for any type of
damage done to the bag or panel
Labeled and stacked insulation panels to prepare for shipment
Operated a tacking machine that is used to seal the ends of the bag on an insulation panel
Operated a pallet jack
Logged in measurements and weight of panels into the system (millimeters and pounds)
Worked 12 hour shifts
General Laborer

05/2020 - 07/2020

Commercial Door Manufacturing, inc. | Albuquerque, NM
Operated a grinder and sander on metal doors
Responsible for grinding off spot welds and edges on metal doors
Responsible for sanding the surface of metal doors to prep for painting
Participated in painting the metal doors with primer
Stacked and prepared the metal doors for shipment
Heavy lifting, 12 hour shifts, general cleaning
Order Filler

09/2019 - 03/2020

Walmart Distribution Center | Los Lunas, NM
Packaged items with appropriate materials to prevent damage during shipping.
Attended company safety meetings and implemented new measures, which resulted in a
decrease in warehouse accidents.

Loaded merchandise, which included food products from the warehouse to delivery trucks
quickly and efficiently.
Kept work areas clean, neat and organized for optimal productivity and worker safety.
Stacked, organized and palletized packages for efficient storage and movement.
Assembled boxes and stacked into columns for easy use by fellow packing and shipping team
members.
Used forklifts and pallet jacks to move items throughout facility.
Listened to orders to obtain item numbers and located merchandise on pallets placed on
shelves.
Printed accurate labels and applied to boxes, crates and containers prior to shipment.
Operated warehouse equipment with caution and according to manufacturer instructions to
reduce risk of accidents and malfunctions.
Lifting 50 lbs or less constantly for 14+ hours per day
Performing up to the standards required to reach production goals each shift
Line Cook

09/2018 - 01/2020

Buffalo Wild Wings | Los Lunas, NM
Followed proper food handling methods and maintained correct temperature of food products
resulting in consistently high scores on health inspections.
Kept stations stocked and ready for use to maximize productivity.
Maintained consistent quality and high accuracy when preparing identical dishes every day.
Restocked all food items throughout shift to guarantee cooks had all necessary ingredients
needed for service.
Operated fryers and grills according to instructions to maintain safety and food quality.
Maintained hygienic kitchen by regularly mopping, disinfecting workspace and washing all
utensils and glassware.
Sanitized food preparation areas, grills and equipment to avoid cross-contamination from raw
items.
Set up and performed initial prep work for food items such as soups, sauces and salads.
Sales Associate

08/2018 - 01/2019

JC Penney Co Inc. | Albuquerque, NM
Answered incoming telephone calls to provide information about products, services, store hours,
policies and promotions.
Retained product, service and company policy knowledge to serve as resource for both
coworkers and customers.
Arranged new merchandise with signage and appealing displays to encourage customer sales
and move overstock items.
Maintained knowledge of current promotions, exchange guidelines, payment policies and
security practices.
Assisted customers by finding needed items and checking inventory for items at other locations.
Built and maintained effective relationships with peers and upper management to drive team
success toward common sales, service and operational goals.
Helped customers sign up for loyalty programs and submitted completed paperwork.
Recommended optimal merchandise based on customer needs and desires.
Educated customers on product and service offerings.
Unboxed new merchandise and restocked shelves in appealing and organized arrangements to
promote items.
Readied merchandise for sales floor by marking items with identifying codes and accurate
pricing.
Stocked shelves and supplies and organized displays to focus customer attention on specific
items.

Fast Food Worker

08/2017 - 07/2018

McDonald's | Bosque Farms, NM
Began as a crew member and finished as a shift manager at the age of 17
Entered requested menu items into POS terminal, modifying with substitutions and add-ons to
customize orders.
Followed all established restaurant practices and procedures by delivering food which met
quality standards.
Maximized customer satisfaction by quickly addressing and resolving complaints with food or
service.
Verified orders and bagged items for easy transport.
Reviewed contents on food trays to check receiving complete order.
Mastered point-of-service (POS) computer system for automated order taking.
Carefully maintained proper sanitation, health and safety standards in all work areas by applying
industry best practices and company requirements.
Followed all company safety standards, including food quality and sanitation procedures.
Effectively completed the truck orders and inputted the inventory for the end of the shift

Education and
Training

High School Diploma

References

McDonald's

New Mexico Connections Academy/Valencia HS | Online/Valencia, NM.

GM, McDonald's
Bosque Farms
Claudia
JC PENNY'S
Supervisor, JC Penny's
Coronado Mall
Dave
Buffalo Wild Wings
GM, Buffalo Wild Wings
Los Lunas
Myriam Martinez
Walmart Distribution Center
Manager, Walmart D.C.
Los Lunas
Dave or Manny
Kevothermal
Thomas
Supervisor
5600 University Blvd, ABQ, NM.
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